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Retirement reception
A retirement reception June 25 will honor D. Craig Brater, dean of the IU School of Medicine.

Planning funds
State legislators will provide $2 million to support expansion planning at the IU School of Medicine-Evansville.

Race for the Cure
Thousands turned out to support cancer research at the Komen Race for the Cure in Indianapolis.

Pennies for Patients
The efforts of 32 Hamilton County middle school students to raise money for the Indiana Chapter of the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society were rewarded April 29 with a trip to meet IU School of Medicine faculty who study and treat blood cancers.

Brain and spine funding

Faculty election results
This year’s Faculty Council election included the appointment of Abigail Klemisz as president-elect.

Kuali Coeus IRB
Sign up for the IU Office of Research Compliance newsletter for updates on Kuali Coeus IRB implementation.

'Sound Medicine'
Applications are sought for the Indiana Spinal Cord and Brain Injury Fund Grant Program.

**Honors**

Harikrishna Nakshatri is among the medical school faculty and students who recently earned notable honors.

**faculty & staff spotlight**

**Confucius Institute**

Zao C. Xu recently celebrated five years as founding director of the Confucius Institute at IUPUI.

**student spotlight**

**People's Choice**

Kristina Fasteson Simacek is the winner of the Regenstrief Institute's People's Choice for Healthcare Delivery contest.

**On this week's show,** an orthopedic surgeon discusses recent developments in trauma surgery that helped save limbs and lives in the moments following the Boston Marathon bombings. Other topics include how medical records can prevent the spread of infection and why it’s important to quit smoking before surgery.

**events & lectures**

- **HPV Vaccines Lecture**
  05-06-2013

- **Dean’s Grand Rounds on Diversity**
  05-07-2013

- **Stress Management Session**
  05-09-2013

- **Food as Medicine Training**
  06-06-2013

**IUSM Newsroom**

News and headlines from Indiana University School of Medicine.
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